
Have you answered your 
question from last time?

Make this number using only the numbers below.

How close can you get?

Use: + - x ÷

984
25    100 1 2 8 5



1. 456 + 56 =
2. 3456 + 23=
3. 234 + 34 =
4. 2345 + 56=
5. 9876 + 12=

Brainwarmer

1. 0.56 + 0.45
2. 0.9 + 8.34
3. 9.45 + 0.13
4. 76.8 + 0.87
5. 98 + 3.567

1. 0.45 x 4 =
2. 0.56  x 4 =
3. 0.67 x 3 =
4. 1.23 x 6 =
5. 4.56 x 2 =



I will be successful if I:

• Know what an angle is

• Recognise a right angle (90)

• Recognise an acute angle (less than 90)

• Recognise an obtuse angle (between 90 and 
180)

• Understand what a reflex angle is (bigger 
than 180)

• Know that angles are measured in degrees

• Angle

• Right angle

• Acute

• Obtuse

• Reflex

• Degree

• Turn 

How can I recognise different angles?



An ANGLE is an amount of TURN

What unit do we measure angles in?

DEGREES 

We use the symbol  ° to show degrees

Hard



What is the name of this angle?

What is the size of this angle?

Hard



What is the name of this angle?

What is the size of this angle?

Hard



What is the name of this angle?

What is the size of this angle?

Hard



What is the name of this angle?

What is the size of this angle?

Harder



A reminder …

•Right angles are 90o.

•Acute angles are less than 90o.

•Obtuse angles are more than 90o  but less 
than 180o.

•Reflex angles are more than 180o.

Harder



Harder

Hardest
Look at each of these angles.

Decide if each is A acute,  O obtuse or R right-angled.

1 2

3 4 5

6
7

8



Hardest

How can you check if an angle is a 
right angle, acute or obtuse?



Hardest

With the given angle sheet have a 
go at finding an acute angle, a right 

angle and an obtuse angle.



How can I recognise different angles?

Herculean: Solve the given problems

Hard Harder Hardest

Order the given 
angles from the 
smallest to the 
largest – label 
the right angles

On the given sheet 
label as many 
different angles as 
you can find –
including acute, 
obtuse, and reflex

Personal Target: What are you going to focus on today?

Today you can stick in the sheet 

Label the angles 
– acute and 
obtuse



Can you solve:

Is it possible to fit together two acute 
angles to make an obtuse angle?

Plenary

Personal Target: Did you achieve it?


